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Abstract
An algorithm is presented for sorting a random access file in place. The algorithm is unique in the sense that no auxiliary storage, apart from a
number of buffers in the machine's high-speed memory, is required. In addition, the algorithm makes active use of the random access
capabilities of rotating magnetic media and cannot be converted to operate on sequential files. The run time is known to be of 0( n log n) under certain circumstances. An example also shows that this run time can deteriorate to 0( n* ), which is probably also the worst-case run time.

1. Introduction
The algorithm to be described has the unique property that it
requires no auxiliary files during execution. This could be useful
on (small) computer systems with little or no free file space.
Although, in general, the speed of sorting will be slower than that
of the commonly used external sort methods, the algorithm will
perform well in any environment where the user is forced to
execute the sort using a single disk drive.
The underlying principle of the algorithm is to use space on the
file, vacated by those records currently in the high-speed memory
of the computer, as additional work space. Careful organization of
the records temporarily stored in this area obviates unnecessary
reading and writing of records to this area of the file. The
algorithm merges a number of runs into a final sorted file. At any
point in time two adjacent runs are processed to form an output
run that replaces the original runs in the file.
To understand the operation of the merge algorithm it is
necessary to describe (here in 'pseudo' ALGOL) the
environment in which it operates. The following are assumed:
( 1) There are C + 2 buffers available in memory. These buffers
are used by both the MERGE and GETSTRING
procedures. C of these buffers are grouped together as a
structured global variable BUFARRAY. The remaining two
are named BUF2 and TEMP. The detailed handling of these
buffers will not be described. A convenient data structure for
BUFARRAY would be a tree structure: for use by
GETSTRING and a circular list for use by MERGE. For the
latter algorithm a number of functions that operate on
BUFARRAY need to be defined. 'Set-empty' will initialize
the structure, 'Full' will test for the availability of space, and
'Empty' will be TRUE when no records are left. Outputting a
record will remove the record from the structure, and reading
or moving a record into BUFARRAY will add it to the
structure. Finally, the function Before (BUFARRAY ,b) will
be TRUE when the first element of BUFARRAY should
precede the record b in the output run.
(2) The function S( ) calculates the number of records in the file
to be sorted, or at least estimates the maximum possible
number of records.
(3) Several procedures will be left undefined. These are mostly
concerned with the random input and output of records. The
function of these procedures should be clear from the
descriptive names that were chosen.
(4) In addition, the procedure GETSTRING will be left
undefined. Any internal sorting algorithm could be
employed, the only assumption being that GETSTRING will

Begin
Integer INP; /* Pointer to next record to be processed
by GETSTRING */
Procedure SORT (LEVEL);
Integer LEVEL;
Begin
/* The B's and E's point to the first record and the record following
the run*/
Integer B 1, E 1, B2, E2;
If LEVEL> 0 then
Begin Bl := INP: SORT (LEVEL-I); El := INP;
B2 := INP; SORT (LEVEL-I); E2 := INP;
MERGE (Bl, El, B2, E2, Bl, TRUE);
end
else GETSTRING
end SORT;
INP := B;
SORT ( Entier ( Log2 ( S/C ) ) );
end;
Figure 1. Sort procedure.

create initial runs of length greater than or equal to C. In
particular, 'replacement selection' [1] could be employed.
This will generate runs with expected length 2C.
This procedure communicates its results to the main
procedure through the single parameter INP. INP is
initialized to point to the first record in the file and is
a..dvanced during the execution of GETSTRING to point to
the next unprocessed record. When GETSTRING has
reached the end of the file, subsequent calls will be ignored
and !NP will remain pointing to the first non-existent record
beyond the end of the file.
The execution environment for the merge procedure is described
by the sort procedure in Fig. 1.
Clearly, this algorithm builds a binary tree and executes MERGE
at each node, combining in a single run the runs represented by
the nodes at a greater depth in the tree. This single run then forms
one of the inputs for the next level. At the leaves of the tree, the
starting runs are created by a call to GETSTRIN G. The algorithm
terminates when a single run is created at the root of the tree.
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2. The Merge Algorithm
The MERGE procedure is described in Fig. 2.
This procedure divides the sequence of records on which it must
operate into three runs, IRl, 1R and IR2. Initially lRl and IR2
contain the two input runs of sorted records defined by the record
pointer pairs (11,E 1) and {12,E2) respectively. The temporary run
TR, defined by (IS,ES), is empty initially and is located after the
first run. The position where the next merged record must be
written is defined by OUTP.
At the lowest level call (!NIT= TRUE) the first record from the
second run is read into BUF2, thus making space available for the
growth of TR. Upon a recursive call to the procedure, the memory
buffers BUFARRAY and BUF2 will already be filled.
Records from the first run will all be read into TEMP, thus making
output space available, and then transferred to BUFARRAY, if
space is available, or otherwise stored in TR (as an extension of
BUFARRAY).
When there is no more space in which the output run may grow, or
in which records read from IRl, in order to make output space
available, can be stored, special steps have to be taken before the
process can continue.
Procedure MERGE (11, El, 12, E2, OUTP, INIT);
Value 11, El, 12, E2, OUTP;
Integer 11, El, 12, E2, OUTP;
Boolean INIT:
Begin
Integer IS,ES:
Boolean STR1,STR2,TSTR;
Procedure WFIRST; /* output element originally from first run*/
Begin
Write (first record from BUF ARRAY at OUTP);
OUTP := OUTP + l;
HIS< ES then
Begin
Read (read record at IS into BUFARRAY);
IS:= IS+ 1;
end
else
IfTS1R then
Begin Move ( record in TEMP into BUF ARRAY);
TS1R := FALSE;
end
else
If Empty (BUF ARRAY) then STRl := FALSE;
end WFIRST;
Procedure WLAST; /* write record originally from second run*/
Begin
Write (record in BUF2 at OUTP)
OUTP := OUTP + 1;
If 12 <: E2 then
Begin
Read (record at 12 into BUF2);
12 := 12 + l;
end
else STR2 := FALSE;
end WLAST;

If 12 = E2 then
/* exit because the second run is empty*/
else
Begin
TSTR := FALSE;
IS := ES := 12;
IfINIT then
Begin Set_Empty (BUF ARRAY);
S1Rl := FALSE;
Read (record at 12 into BUF2);
12 := 12 + 1;
STR2 := TRUE:
end
else STRl := STR2 := TRUE;
While STRl or STR2 do
Begin /*make space for next output record*/
IfOUTP = IS then
Begin If IS = ES then IS := ES := ES + 1
else
Begin 11 := IS; El := ES; IS := ES; end;
end;
If 11 < El and OUTP = 11 then
Beginli IS < > ES and ES = 12 then
Begin MERGE (IS, ES, 12, E2, El, FALSE);
IS := El; ES := El; 12 := El;
Read (record at 12 into BUF2);
12 := 12 + 1;
STR2 := TRUE;
Set empty (BUF ARRAY);
S1Rl := FALSE;
end;

Read (record at 11 into TEMP);
11 := 11 + 1;
If not Full (BUFARRAY) then
Begin Move (TEMP into BUFARRAY);
STRl := TRUE;
end
else
TSTR := TRUE;
end;
If S1Rl and STR2 then/* output next record*/
Begin If Before (BUFARRAY, BUF2) then WFIRST
else WLAST
end
else
If S1Rl then WFIRST else WLAST;
IfTS1R then
Begin Write (record from TEMP at ES);
ES:= ES+ I;
end;
end;
end;
end MERGE;
Figure 2. Merge Algorithm
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These critical situations that may occur are the following.
Case 1: The first run has been exhausted and the output pointer
reaches the start of TR. If TR is empty, its starting position is
pushed backwards one record, into the unused sequence of C + 1
record positions between TR and IR2. Should TR be non-empty,
it is renamed IRl and a new TR is created between it and IR2.
Case 2: The first run is non-empty and TR bumps into IR2. In this
case a recursive call is made to MERGE with input TR and the
remaining part of IR2. Upon return from this call, the initial
conditions again exist, the input being the remaining part of IRl
and the newly merged run.
It should be noted that if the second or both runs are empty, the
algorithm effectively ignores the call. The parameters are chosen
in such a way that the first run will be returned as the result of the
MERGE. This property guarantees correct operation of the
SORT algorithm on an incomplete binary tree.

3. Run Time Estimation
To evaluate the performance of an external sort algorithm it is
usual to choose the count of either read. write or seek operations
as a measure of the complexity of the algorithm. Since this
algorithm will reposition the file for every operation on the file
and execute exactly the same number of read and write
operations, any one of these three measures can be chosen.
The best run time for sorting a file of n records is 0(n log n). This is
easily shown to be the case when no use is made of TR and
GETSTRING never generates a null string. Each record will be
read (or written) exactly once at each level of the merge tree,
giving a total number of operations equal to n*( number of levels).
It can be noted that when replacement selection is used by
GETSTRING, on a sorted file, all the MERGE operations will be
trivial, since only one run is generated. This case requires only
O(n) operations. This is, of course, a property of the particular
algorithm for GETSTRING, and does not reflect on the best run
time attainable by MERGE.
The worst-case run time is much more difficult to calculate, and is as
yet unknown. A class of examples can be constructed such that
each instance requires O(n * n) operations. Assume that the file
consists of n = C * 2L records and that G ETSTRING creates runs
of C records. If at each level the runs to be merged are such that a
recursive merge repeatedly occurs at the first possible
opportunity, there will be O(n*n) operations. Two runs which
have this property can be constructed as follows.
Let the runs be A 1A 2A 3 ••• ,\,, and B1B2B3 ••• Bm.
If B1,B 2,B 3••• Be <A1 BUFARRAY will be filled by successive
iterations of the inner loop of MERGE. Should also Be+ 1 <A I then
one record will be pushed onto TR It is now necessary that A 1,A 2••
.Ac+I <Bc+2 for TR to be shifted up against IR2, and a recursive
merge executed
Let R(l,m) indicate the number of operations to merge runs of
length l and m. For the instance described above we must calculate

m-1
R(m*C,m*C) = 2mC + I R(C+l,mC-j(C+l)).
j = I

In the case R(C+ 1,x) no recursive merge is possible and the run
time has the value C + I + x. This gives
R(mC,mC) = 2mC + (m-l)(C+I) + mC(m-1)
- m(m-l)(C+l)/2.
The two important terms on the right-hand side are
m*mC/2 - m*m/2.
Calculating their effect on the total sort operation time we get

L
R=I 21.-1 (22i-2C/2 - z2i2/2).
i=l
Noting that L = log (n/C), this reduces to
R = n*n/4C - n*n/4C*C + n/4C- n/4
This may not be the worst-case run time for the algorithm, since it
was assumed that the recursive merges occur at the first possible
opportunity. Should this condition be relaxed, it might be possible
for merge recursion to develop to a greater depth.

4. Conclusions
Two aspects of the algorithm were not addressed.
Firstly, the algorithm can be made into a stable sorting algorithm,
i.e. one which retains the original sequence of records with
identical keys. It is only necessary to ensure that GETSTRING is
stable and that the function 'Before' selects from BUFARRAY
when it compares records with identical keys. A careful study of
the algorithm will show that this increases the likelihood of a
recursive merge occurring.
It should also be clear that the algorithm does not preclude the use
of 'blocking' on the file to be sorted. The buffers will have to be
large enough to contain a block of records. An additional buffer
would be required for building the output block. It is in this
respect that the algorithm differs from any internal sorting
algorithm modified to access disk devices randomly.
The fact that the algorithm is only executing a two-way merge will
probably restrict its use in any environment where sufficient
temporary storage is available.
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R(mC,mC) = R(C * 2', C * 2')
for the cost of merging two runs at level i+ 1. Since the runs are
assumed to have the structure described above, we can write:
R(mC,mC) = 2mC + cost of recursive merges.

The number of such recursive merges is approximately m-1, giving
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